Given a statistical database containing a set of summary tables, this paper examines the complexity of retrieving data from the database in order to satisfy a query. In particular, we consider the case when the query cannot be directly satisfied via a single summary table and requires two or more summary tables. We show that a system of linear equations can be constructed from a set of summary tables whose solution(s) satisfy a query in oarying degrees. We derive a formula for determining the degree of acceptabdity of the solution as a function of the characteristics of the summary tables which derive the algebraic system. We also show that selecting the optimal set of summary tables from the database that yields the best solution to the query is NP-complete.
Introductions
A statistical database is a collection of summary tables, each holding statistical information about some set of data objects [8] . For instance , a census database holds various statistics about people in the population. Summary tables are often the only reasonable means for disseminating information when legal or policy concerns, physical limitations on storage capacity, or security and confidentiality issues restrict the public availabdity of the original data. These tables provide summary information adequate for purposes such as high-level census data analyses, economic planning, policy analyses and forecasting, and so on. Queries to a statistical database generally desire an aggregation of some attributes of data stored in the summary tables.
Existing query languages allow queries that aggrg ate data stored in a single summary table. This is often inadequate when no single summary table can be used to satisfy the query, for instance, when the query desires more attributes describing a statistic than are contained in each table.
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.$3.50 summary tablee can be aggregated. Extending existing query languages to handle multi-table queries presents new difficulties.
Two important issues stand out: (1) the mechanics of performing a multi-table statistical join and (2) the selection of summary tables for joining. The nature of a statistical join is completely different from that of a relational algebraic joirt, and the output of the join is not always unique, as we shall describe in the later sections. The set of candidate tables for the join aflects the quality of the query output.
In this paper, we focus our attention on queries that are satisfiable by multiple summary tables only. In particular, we examine the complexity of satisfying such queries; we show that the quality of the response to such a query depends on the set of summary tables chosen and that the optimal selection of summary tables that yield the best response is NP-complete.
These results are important because they highlight additional parameters a statistical query prcessor must take into account when designing a query prc easing algorithm to handle multipletable queries. There is much ongoing research in statistical databases [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17] . Of relevance to our work are [7, 8, 9] . In [9, 8] , the author used an intersection hypergraph to establish a universal scheme in order to model the relationship among the categories of the candidate tables and provided procedures for testing the evaluabtity of queries and for evaluating the queries. Our primary concern in this paper is practicality.
Neither the intersection graph nor the universal scheme approaches appear to have been adopted for practical implementation. The organization of this paper is as follows: We begin in Section 2 with formalization of entities that we shall be using throughout the paper. These include statistical databases, summary tables and queries, etc. Section 3 demonstrates the process of satisfying a multi -table  query and points out  how the output  table is We refer to C and S as the base category and base summary domains of D respectively. We call any suh set of C a category because it is a set of attributes describing some data objects.
We make two assumptions concerning the database: (I) that the database is homogeneous in the sense that all the. category and summary attributes pertain to the same type of object.
For instance, D may be a census database containing data about people as the sole object of concern, and (2) that the summary domains are additive. That is, there is an additive function defined on them. For instance, most summary data are obtained using the aggregation functions COUNT and SUM. Furthermore, most nonadditive summary variables such as AVERAGE and RATE are defined in terms of or are derived from additive summary variables, and therefore need not be stored explicitly in the database. Table Schema   A summary   table  schema  Q. is defined by a set of category domains C.~C and summary domain S. c S. Let Cti = {E!~,,t!~,,...,(2~m} where E'~,~C for l<k, <p, 1< i <n.
Summary
The schema % is the Cartesian product~k, x . . . x 6!& x Sti containing the set of~possible summary tuples with respect to the stated domains.
We denote ??. as (C., S.).
Although the size of the space is given by ll~ull =~~=1 1% I x 1S.1, the maximum number of valid tuples is only~~=1 I~k, I since each category subtuple in~. describes exactly one value of S..
2.3
Summary Table   A summary We denote the query as ({C4, C5 },~, {S1, S2}, PI) where
and WI : S1 x 52 -+ R is defined as pl(sl, 32) = S2 x sl for all sz 6 S2, s] G S.Z. Notice that function pl realizes the computation of total income. Suppose the query desires the average income instead of the total income. In this case, only S2 is involved and W1 : S2 + R is now defined as the identity function:~1 (sZ ) = S2. 9
The order of a query Q is the number of category domains in A, i.e., O(Q) = m. The above example is an order-2 query. As in summary tables, we say that Q is complete if its category A is such that IIAII =~~lc~, 1-1 In order to facilitate our discussion o the key ideas in this paper, we shall make thefollowing two assumptions: With this assumption, a query is denoted as Q = (A,~, .S., p) where S" is a single summary domain rather than a set of summary domains as in the query definition above.
2.5
Candidate Tables   A prerequisite  condition for a multi-table query Q to be satisfiable is that there be candidate tables in the database.
Definition 1 (Table  Candidacy) : The first condition must be true, for otherwise the candidate tables are irrelevant to the query. The second condition states that the union of the table's categories must be equal to the set of category domains desired by Q otherwise the tables are irrelevant.
The Let Z(t) = {v E T :~c, (v) =~c, (t)} be the set Of summary tuples from T whose C, attribute values are identical to those of t. Since A is complete, Let the candidate tables for Q2 be RI = ({ C1, CZ}, S1) and Rz = ({ C2, C3}, S1) as shown in Figure  2 , where the category domains are defined as CI= {20s, 30s}, CQ = {white, black}, C3 = {married, widowed}, and S1 represents frequency.
The size of the category space A is 8. Observe that T2, the output summary Figure  2 ), 36 is described by attributes 30s, white, widowed.
Assuming that each of these attributes ia a set,~6 = 130sl n lwhitel fI lwidowedl.
Moreover, 26 < 130sI n Iwhitel = 5 and Z6 < Iwhitel n Iwidowedl = 6 from tuples 3 and 2 of tables RI and RQ respectively. Thus, we have 0<2.3<5 assuming z~O. Likewise, we have 0<28<8 for the free variable zs. Therefore, there are 5 x 8 possible instantiations of the above general solution. In the absence of other information, the user will have to make a choice among a subset (possibly one) of the set of possible solutions.
Thus, the smaller the size of the solution set, the fewer the choices a user must make. As the number of free variables is equal to the total number of variables less the rank of the augmented matrix, one would prefer a set of candidate tables that yield fewer (preferably no) free variables.
That is, we can make use of the rank of the augmented matrix as a measure of the degree of goodness of a set of candidate tables.
For this measure to be practical, we need to be able to comDute the rank triven anv arbltrarv set of tables without solving the system of linear equations it induces. consists of rows derived from R, only. We say that summary table R, induces the submatrix A, of size (e, x h). Let A, (j, k) be the k-th element in the j-th row in A,.
Let X,,j be the set of summary variables in the equation derived from the j-th tuple of R,, 1 <j < ei. We show that X,,3 partition X. . We conclude thw section with an example to illustrate the foregoing concepts. Given the rank of the augmented matrix as a measure of the goodness of a set of candidate tables, we formulate the selection of an optimal setof cand:date tables as an optimization problem and prove that it is NP-complete.
Problem Formulation
From We note that the summary tables in M must satisfy the two candidacy criteria in Definition 1. However, restricting the database to summary tables whose summary domains are all identical to that desired by the query will not make the problem harder.
Thus, we can omit the first condition. In addition, by condition
(ii) of Definition 1, we can discard those Ri's that have category domains that are not in d.
Next, it is possible to abstract Definition 2 to contain only essential parameters.
Specifically, only A in the query definition and the categories in the R,'s are essential to the definition.
In addition, as the number of tuples in each table is required in the expression Ildll -~~e~IRl + IA41 -I, we may incorporate a weight function p' for each category domain C in C, where C is the union of all the categories in all the summary tables in D, so that the expression is expressed as a function of P'(R). That is, llA1l-&eM Note that A is now simply a set of elements (category domains) and R is a subset of A because the essential constituents of the problem are the category domains. This definition expresses CTS as an optimization problem.
NP-Completeness Proof
In order to show that CTS is NP-complete, we first define a restriction CTS' of CTS and show that it is N P-complete. We then reduce CTS' to CTS so that CTS is also NPcomplete.
The restricted problem CTS' is defined as: In order to prove that CTS' is NP-complete, we reduce the Minimum Cover (MC) problem to it in the following theorem.
Let U be a collection of subsets of a finite set S and K be a positive integer.
The MC problem asks if there exist a subset U'~U with IU'I < K such that S = (JRcu, R.
The MC problem is known to be NP-complete [3] . Note that the condition IU'I < h' can be changed to IU'1 = h' without changing the complexity of the problem (see Appendix B). This will be the version of MC we use below:
It is easy to verify that CTS' is in NP since a nondeterministic algorithm need only guess a subset M of D and check in polynomial time that M is a solution for CTS'. We will transform MC to CTS'. Let an arbkrary instance of MC be defined by U, a collection of subsets of a finite set S, and K, a positive integer. Let the derived instance of CTS' be defined by A = S, D = U, A = K and K(C) = 1 for all C c A. Since all the weights are 1, the product of the elements of any subset R of A will be 1. Thus,~R eM~CeR 
Practical Implications
While we have shown that the problem of optimal table selection is difficult in principle, we do not anticipate that it will be too hard to handle in practice.
For one thing, the number of query category domains in A is likely to small, perhaps less than 5 or 10. Thus, an exhaustive enumeration is really quite practical.
In addition, optimal table selection is quite similar to the Minimal Set Covering problem, for which there are good approximation algorithms. For example, it is known [2] that a greedy approximation algorithm for the MC problem has a ratio bound of (ln ISI + 1) where S is the finite set of elements to be covered (corresponding to A in CTS). Since A is likely to be small, th~is really a very satisfactory ratio bound. We therefore anticipate that the CTS problem may be reasonably solved in practice.
Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed the issue of information synthesis in statistical databases. We first illustrated the differences between conventional joins and statistical joins and showed that the output of a statistical join may not be unique. We then examined the problem of satisfying a query using several summary tables, and derived a goodness measure for selecting a set of candidate tables for satisfying a query. We also showed that optimal selection of these tables is NPcornplete.
We 
